Abstract-The traditional and most common authentication method employs usernames and passwords composed of alphanumeric text possibly combined with some symbols. This method has proven to be insecure in practice as passwords that can resist attack are difficult or impossible for users to remember. This paper includes a survey of alternative authentication methods and their possible application areas and describe an authentication system in common use in Korea that combines multiple authentication methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proper authentication of users is critical to the proper operation of secure systems such as those used in e-commerce. The traditional method of system authentication is for the user to supply a username and associated password. This has been increasingly inadequate in practice since users tend to use passwords that are too simple, rarely use password management systems, and often use the same password for multiple sites [1], [2] . Thus the traditional method needs to be replaced or augmented with other methods.
It is important to distinguish between the various scenarios for authentication. These include: authenticating to a device (such as a mobile phone or computer), remote authentication via the web, and remote authentication via other protocols. The best choice for an authentication method varies for different scenarios. An authentication method that is acceptably secure in some instances would be insecure in others. For example passwords are harder to guess in an environment, such as an ATM that limits the number of guesses than in a file encryption scenario [3] . This paper focuses on remote authentication via the Internet.
In searching for a replacement (or more likely additional) authentication method it is important to avoid replacing a weak authentication method with another that is just as bad or worse.
Users have to live with the security arrangements the institutions they interact with provide. We discuss typical authentication schemes found on the Internet and provide an example of a complex security system involving multiple authentication methods that is in use in Korea.
II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH
User identification and authentication methods take one of three general forms [4] 1. Something the user possesses such as a one-time password generator, certificate, or smart card 2. Something the user knows, such as a password or the answer to a security question. The system must then have a method of checking the user response.
3. Something that the user is, as represented by a fingerprint or iris scan.
Or "something you had once, something you've forgotten, or something you once were" (attributed to Stimson Garfinkel) [3] . The common username and password authentication method would be classified as "something you've forgotten".
There have been several alternative authentication methods proposed including biometrics [5] graphical passwords [6] and public key authentication. These have their own limitations and drawbacks and none have replaced the username and password combination in common use though some have served as secondary authentication methods.
A. Token-Based Authentication
Token-Based authentication is based on "something you have". This would include code books or cards, smart cards and public key based (PKI) certificates. User PKI certificates are rarely found in practice due to difficulties in deploying them and because users generally don't understand them [7] , [8] Aside from the obvious risk that the token may be lost or stolen the system must protect against replay attacks [8] . To protect against theft the token itself may be protected by a password [9] .
B. Biometric Authentication
Biometric authentication systems are used to identify and/or authenticate users based on their physical characteristics. Common methods include fingerprint recognition, iris recognition, and facial recognition. Biometric authentication systems suffer from a number of problems:
 Confidentiality is a desirable criteria for an authentication system but this is difficult for biometric systems [5]  Biometric systems are subject to imitation attacks unless monitored [3] , [5]  In the general case it is not practical to use biometrics for remote authentication across the internet as users may lack appropriate sensors.
 It is also important to note that biometrics, such as fingerprints, are not as unique to the individual as commonly assumed [3] C. Alternative Knowledge-Based Systems A number of alternatives to text based passwords have been proposed. Graphical authentication systems are one such method. Proponents claim that it is easier for humans to remember pictures than text [10] but claims often depend on overly optimistic estimates of human memory capabilities and are limited in usability [11] . Many graphical authentication systems are vulnerable to "shoulder surfing" [12] .
De Angeli, Coventry, and Renaud classify graphical authentication schemes into three categories [11] :
 Drawmetric schemes ask users to create a drawing or pattern. Users then recreate this to authenticate. Patternlock [13] in Android Phone authentication and Picture Password [14] in Microsoft Windows 8 are examples of drawmetric schemes.
 Searchmetric, also known as Cognometric systems, requires a user to select a known (usually pre-selected by the user) image from a set of distractors [15] .
 Locimetric systems, also known as cued-recall based systems [16] , [17] , require identifying a series of positions within an image.
Graphical authentication systems are fairly commonly used to authenticate to personal devices such as smart phones. Some are also usable across the Internet. They represent a promising approach and, while they have not displaced text based passwords, are sometimes used as a secondary authentication scheme.
The other common knowledge based authentication scheme is the security question. In this scheme a user provides the answer to a question that presumably no one else knows such as mother's maiden name. In practice, however, such information is rarely truly private and is often easily discovered [18] .
III. COMMON AUTHENTICATION PRACTICE
The most common means of authentication is via username and password with security questions as fallback. The security questions are used to help reset passwords and in some cases when the user's computer is not recognized by the server. Unfortunately security questions may be both difficult for users to answer and too easy for others to guess [19] - [21] . To avoid making questions too easy for others to guess some analysts recommending lying [22] but research has found lies to be more difficult to remember [21] .
Another password recovery method is via sending an SMS message or calling the user's phone. This has the drawback that it depends on the user actually having their phone which may not be the case when the user is traveling. Research shows this to be more reliable than security questions [21] . An alternative email address is another possibility that has also proven more reliable than security questions although SMS is apparently more reliable than email [21] .
While the website provider can enforce more complex passwords there is little the provider can do about users who use the same username and password for multiple sites [1], [2] . The user's dilemma is the requirement to remember the username and password, as well as the answers to security questions for multiple sites. The easy solution for the user is just to use the same information across multiple sites.
A more secure solution is for users to use a password manager to generate and store strong random passwords, answers to security questions and usernames. This advice is somewhat controversial [23] but in the words of Warren Buffett: "Keep all your eggs in one basket, but watch that basket closely." In addition, rather than just using one email address for password resets, we recommend users consider having separate email addresses for different accounts and use one email address, which is not used for logins to other sites, to collect messages from the others.
IV. EXTREME AUTHENTICATION: KOREAN BANKING
South Korea is an exception to the rule that user PKI certificates are rarely found. PKI is widely used in Korea covering approximately 60 percent of the population [24], [25] . This has helped enable Korean banks to build sophisticated authentication systems. For example: this is the sequence of steps a user of one Korean bank must follow to transfer a substantial sum of money to another bank:
1. Prior to authentication the user must install four or more ActiveX plugins and obtain a digital certificate.
2. The user then can login to the bank using the user's digital certificate by entering the certificate password 3. The user needs to enter the account PIN 4. The user also needs to enter a set of two numbers found on a card which the bank has provided 5. The bank will send a number to the user's cell phone via SMS which the user needs to enter
The user confirms again with their certificate
This method combines two things the user knows (PIN and certificate password) and three things the user has (certificate, code card and cell phone). While this may appear to provide bullet-proof security in practice there are some weaknesses and two major side effects. The plugins which provide the encryption protocol, anti-virus, anti-keystroke logging and a firewall are inadequate to the task [25] . Users typically store their certificates on their hard disks or USB keys and the password protection can be bypassed by malware by key logging or brute-force attack [25] . The major side effects are that the use of ActiveX has made Korea a virtual Microsoft monopoly and left Korea with poor web accessibility [26] . In addition, Korean web users habitually install ActiveX controls without being aware of how easily an ActiveX control can compromise security. Korean users are conditioned to "Click on O.K. all the time. Never, ever choose No!" [26] V. FUTURE WORK Alternative authentication methods are often promoted in the literature with a lot of partiality. This is because traditional authentication methods are often easily compromised. In our observation this is because of wrongly configured infrastructure, overused/underused security measures, and context obscured policies. In our opinion it is important that the authentication methods are tied to multi-faceted keys that are distributed, maintained, and created on a different channel of communication. It is often observed that the keys/credentials are transferred on the same network as the data which creates doors for common channel attacks.
Authentication servers are maintained through a directory service i.e. LDAPs, Active Directory, etc. The security measures are applied to the authentication server itself but connections to these directory servers are not secured or the database itself is transparent to the front-world facing services. Moreover, the authentication mechanism that is novel to the legacy systems needs developing infrastructure which could be developed atomically without changing "everything" in the existing infrastructure.
VI. CONCLUSION
Computer security is difficult. It is made more so by users who are much like babes in the woods and by providers that only do the minimum required. It has proven difficult to move beyond standard username password authentication methods. There are, however, actions that users can take to improve their security.
